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For wealthy individuals and families, setting up a
family office usually offers the benefits of professional
advice, confidentiality and the ability to preserve
wealth across generations.
This supplement explores these themes and others, from
new EU laws that may curtail privacy and affect the
choice of jurisdiction to investing in alternatives and the
London property market.
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Top 50 Family Offices Ranked by Assets Under Advisement
Bloomberg ranked family offices based on assets under advisement (AUA) as of Dec. 31, 2012. The list was assembled via a survey of
more than 1,000 firms worldwide, using a database of contacts obtained from Portland, Oregon-based FamilyOffices.com. Bloomberg
received responses from 118 firms.
Single-family offices were excluded. Family offices that were part of private banks were included if the bank has a unit that offers direct
and comprehensive investment and noninvestment services to high-net-worth families. Figures for AUA included only assets managed
by the family-office unit of the bank. For nonbank family offices, AUA included wealth directly managed by the offices and funds outsourced to money management firms. Money managed for private foundations was included. Money managed for pension funds was
excluded. Insurance policies and trusts on which advice is provided were included.
The ranked firms provide both investment and noninvestment services. The latter may include family meetings, financial education, art
consulting, estate planning, family governance, foundation management, business consulting, property management, travel arrangements and shopping assistance.

2013
Rank

Name

Country

2012 AUA
($B)

AUA Per MultiGenerational
Family
($M)

Minimum AuM of New Client
($M)

MFO or
Family Office
within
Private Bank

Includes
SFOs as
Clients
(Y/N)

Hong Kong

137

404

No minimum; included are families
with minimum assets of $50 million

PB

Y

1

HSBC Private Wealth Solutions

2

Northern Trust

United States

112

32

20

PB

Y

3

Bessemer Trust

United States

78

35

10

MFO

Y

4

BNY Mellon Wealth Management

United States

76

190

100

PB

Y

5

Pictet

Switzerland

57

1,146

100

PB

Y

PB

Y

Multiple

48

NA

No minimum; depends on what client
wants as services

CTC Consulting | Harris myCFO (BMO Financial)

United States

35

112

25

PB

Y

8

Abbot Downing (Wells Fargo)

United States

32

54

50

PB

Y

9

U.S. Trust (Bank of America)

United States

31

192

25

PB

Y

10

Wilmington Trust (M&T Bank)

United States

25

56

10

PB

Y

11

Hawthorn (PNC Financial)

United States

23

40

20

PB

Y

11

Rockefeller & Co.

United States

23

89

30

MFO

Y

13

Glenmede

United States

21

102

25 for UHNW; 3 for HNW

MFO

Y

14

Atlantic Trust (CIBC)

United States

19

8.5

5

MFO

Y

15

GenSpring Family Offices (affiliate of SunTrust
Banks)**

United States

16

36

10

MFO

Y

16

Veritable

United States

11.3

56

20

MFO

Y

17

Silvercrest Asset Management

United States

10.6

29

5

MFO

Y

18

Oxford Financial Group

United States

10.4

45

2

MFO

Y

19

Whittier Trust

United States

8.9

31

10

MFO

Y

20

Commerce Family Office

United States

8.8

111

No minimum

PB

Y

21

ATAG Private & Corporate Services

Switzerland

8.0

160

No minimum

MFO

Y

6

UBS Global Family Office*

7

* YOY change includes transfers within the firm.
** GenSpring is a separate SEC-registered entity that is owned by GenSpring Holdings, which is wholly owned by SunTrust Banks.

continued on next page
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Family office rankings…
continued from previous page

2013
Rank

Name

Country

2012 AUA
($B)

AUA Per MultiGenerational
Family
($M)

Minimum AuM of New Client
($M)

MFO or
Family Office
within
Private Bank

Includes
SFOs as
Clients
(Y/N)

22

Tiedemann Wealth Management

United States

7.5

78

20

MFO

Y

23

TAG Associates

United States

7.0

68

10

MFO

N

24

Spudy & Co. Family Office

Germany

6.6

82

45

MFO

Y

25

Bedrock

Switzerland

6.0

86

10

MFO

Y

26

BBR Partners

United States

5.8

77

20

MFO

Y

27

1875 Finance

Switzerland

5.1

1,020

5

MFO

N

28

Bollard Group

United States

5.0

625

50

MFO

Y

29

FS Finance Suisse

Switzerland

4.8

436

100

MFO

N

29

Laird Norton Wealth Management

United States

4.8

11

N/A

MFO

Y

29

myCIO Wealth Partners

United States

4.8

9

2

MFO

N

32

Ascent Private Capital Management (U.S.
Bancorp)

United States

4.4

73

50

PB

Y

32

Ballentine Partners

United States

4.4

60

20

MFO

Y

32

Constellation Wealth Advisors

United States

4.4

29

10

MFO

Y

35

Athena Capital Advisors

United States

4.3

203

Varies

MFO

N

35

Baker Street Advisors

United States

4.3

108

5

MFO

Y

37

Synovus Family Asset Management

United States

4.1

118

10

MFO

Y

38

Federal Street Advisors

United States

4.0

148

20

MFO

Y

39

Clarfeld Wealth Strategists & Financial
Confidantes

United States

3.9

11

5

MFO

N

39

Gresham Partners

United States

3.9

58

24

MFO

Y

39

Presidio Group

United States

3.9

31

10

MFO

Y

MFO

N

42

Aspiriant

United States

3.7

50

5; Families requiring the suite of family office services have $40+ portfolio

43

Tolleson Wealth Management

United States

3.5

33

10

MFO

Y

44

Marcuard Family Office

Switzerland

3.4

80

30

MFO

N

44

St. Louis Trust

United States

3.4

85

25

MFO

N

46

Signature

United States

2.9

53

5

MFO

N

47

SandAire

United Kingdom

2.7

181

30

MFO

Y

47

Vogel Consulting

United States

2.7

118

No minimum

MFO

Y

49

CV Advisors

United States

2.5

61

25

MFO

Y

49

Matter Family Office

United States

2.5

17

5

MFO

Y

Source: Bloomberg
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Drilling Into the Survey
Breakdown of Family Offices by Country

Breakdown of Family Offices by AUA

Australia
Hong Kong

over $100 billion

India

$50 - $100.9 billion

Belgium

$25 - $49.9 billion

Germany

$10 - $24.9 billion

Netherlands

$5 - $9.9 billion

Spain

$2.5 - $4.9 billion

Switzerland

$1 - $2.4 billion

United Kingdom

under $1 billion

Brazil
United States
Source: Bloomberg

Source: Bloomberg

The Americas accounted for 77 percent of all responding family offices,
according to data obtained and compiled by Bloomberg. Europe was a
distant second, accounting for 18 percent of family offices. The remaining
5 percent of family offices were based in Asia.

Almost three-quarters of family office respondents had assets under
advisement of less than $5 billion. Twenty-six percent of the respondents
had an AUA of less than $1 billion, 27 percent between $1 billion and $2.4
billion and 21 percent between $2.5 billion and $4.9 billion. Only 2 percent
of family offices had an AUA of more than $100 billion.

New Client Minimum AUM

Family Offices That Include SFOs as Clients

$1 - $3 million
$5 - $7.5 million
$10 million
$11 - $24 million

yes
no

$25 - $49 million
$50 million
$100 million
no set minimum AUM

Source: Bloomberg

About a quarter of family office respondents required a minimum $10
million of assets under management. Only 9 percent said that they did not
require a set minimum.

Source: Bloomberg

Seventy percent of multifamily offices would include single family offices
as clients, according to the data.

Compare and Rank your fund against competitors
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Asset Management
Whether to Aim for Wealth Creation or Preservation
Wealth preservation versus wealth creation is a
common tension for family offices. What should
families strive for, what are the main causes of
capital erosion and how can risks be mitigated?

Catherine Grum,
Group Head
of Family Office Services at
Salamanca Group:

Although it will
depend on each
family and their
long-term objectives, I believe the
starting point for
family offices should always be wealth
preservation. Often the wealth has been
created by the skills and expertise of
family members in a particular sector and
it may be a tough call to ask the family
office to replicate this level of wealth creation. That’s not to say that opportunities
for wealth creation cannot play a part but
that this shouldn’t be the principal focus
for a true family office. Guarding against
the significant erosion of a family’s fortune
will be key for any family office if the family
has plans that extend beyond the immediate needs of the current generation. Not
only the type and nature of the investments but also the locations of family
members themselves need to be taken
into account as an unexpected liability can
have a significant detrimental impact.
Unfortunately, another key area when
considering wealth preservation is the
potential threat can come from family
members themselves, particularly after
the lifetime of the original wealth creator.
The dynamics change once the matriarch
or patriarch is no longer involved and even
in the closets families, where expectations
have not been managed in advance some
degree of family conflict arises. At best the
conflict will cause distractions that impact
the performance of the family business
and other interests and at-worst they can
destroy everything. Family constitutions
or multi-generational trust structures can
help in these situations as they provide
a framework and therefore stability and

continuity. However, they will not work
in isolation. Where they are successful I
think it is the process of on-going communication and dialogue involved both when
they are created and also as part of their
on-going management that really makes
the difference.
Ron Gong, managing director at
CTC Consulting
| Harris myCFO,
a Part of BMO
Financial Group:

We often observe
wealth preservation
as both a common
theme and a
worry with family
offices. Many offices are established to
manage new liquidity from the sale of an
enterprise or from the conversion of a
capital transaction (IPO, acquisition, sale
of real estate, etc). The transition from
company owner to wealth owner evolves
over time as the family and their office
come to understand how their new liquid
capital, as opposed to company capital,
will sustain their lifestyle and last into the
next generation. While much attention is
placed upon investment risk and returns
when managing the wealth of families, we
have observed that a family’s spending
rate and poor capital sufficiency management is more of a risk factor to sustaining generational wealth. Families should
strive to ensure they truly understand the
impact that their lifestyle capital needs,
family wealth transfer objectives and
philanthropic goals will have upon their
wealth. We believe these four key areas
are interdependent. We undergo considerable analysis and discussions with
families in an effort to educate them about
the perils of excessive withdrawal rates
upon their capital. We can then assist with
developing a prudent investment policy
and fiscal management for each generation, entity and family member. Families
that have undergone capital sufficiency
analysis can then be armed with the
knowledge necessary to prioritize their
spending, gifting and other financial goals
and still have peace of mind that they are

financially secure. When multiple generations and/or family members are involved,
we find that installing a strong oversight
and governance structure can assist with
the management of spending policies and
capital requests. More formally imposed
approaches to control and oversight can
be achieved via the very structures that
are established for the family office — i.e.
family limited partnerships, whereby the
senior generation retains various control
over certain key decisions.
Charlotte
Thorne, coFounding Partner
at Capital Generation Partners:

Wealth preservation is a significant
challenge for
families because
as families grow so
do income needs. It
can be tempting for families to dial up their
return target in order to meet the increasing demands on the family endowment;
however this results in higher volatility. For
families who need to fund regular payouts,
volatility can mean crystallizing capital
losses in the inevitable down years. Volatility can be managed through a properly
diversified portfolio and through carefully
managing the family’s liquidity needs.
Lee Robinson,
founder of
Altana Wealth:

The understanding
of how to preserve
wealth, and how to
get it back, must
take precedence
over wealth creation. Focus should
be on generating
real returns as, if that is not achieved, then
wealth preservation hasn’t been achieved
either. Similarly, one should consider the
currencies to which one is exposed. If you
are in the wrong currencies, wealth can be
eroded just as quickly as it can by the portfolio being subject to losses through market
movements or inflation.
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WEALTH PRESERVATION
Succession Planning and How Wealth Will Be Passed On
did previously. In addition, many wealthy
families will own a number of houses,
possibly a yacht and a private aircraft —
one of our clients describes these luxuries
as liabilities rather than assets and unless
the family has someone carefully budgeting for and monitoring the running costs,
the wealth of the family will be eroded at
an accelerating rate.
Ian Slack and Richard Joynt, directors of Bedell Family Office, talk to Bloomberg’s Darshini
Shah about the threats to wealth preservation,
how well-equipped the next generation is to
take over the family wealth and the importance
of succession planning.

Q: How hard is wealth preservation?
A: Wealth preservation in theory is really
simple. In practice it is much harder and
very few families manage to retain and
grow their wealth over several generations. A well advised family will be regularly monitoring income and expenditure,
and planning for a rainy day or those
unknown unknowns that Donald Rumsfeld
warned us all about. They will be carefully selecting their investments and know
what risks they are taking to earn a return.
When interest rates are low, such as at
present, families need to take more risk
to earn a 5 or 10 percent return than they

Q: What are the threats to wealth
preservation?
A: As the wealth is passed down over
generations it is often eroded by taxes, so
tax planning will be essential. Furthermore
as the wealth is passed down to children
and grandchildren the number of family
members increases exponentially making
it progressively harder for the family to live
off the income that the wealth generates.
Q. How well-equipped do you think
the next generation is to take over the
family wealth? What can families do to
better that?
A: Generally, in the families we work with,
we see a focus on ensuring that children
(and grandchildren) receive the best
possible education. We have a number
of international families who have even
based themselves in London to benefit
their children with an English secondary
education. Those same children are then
looking at going to the U.S. for a degree or

MBA at one of the Ivy League schools. It
is essential that the family head or group
of family members set out clear criteria for
going in to the family business or family
office and build in a meritocratic system
to avoid conflict with non-family executives. Likewise, not all members of the
next generation want to go into the family
business. The family need to recognize
that and help those family members find
the best role outside the family business
to use their talents.
Q: How important is succession planning? What does that involve and how
often does that need to happen?
A: Succession planning involves deciding
how the family wealth will be passed on to
the next generation and how it will be managed in the future. Each family will have
their own plan ranging from deciding to
give it all to charity in their lifetime to deciding to pass it all on to one child. Whatever
is proposed it is obviously better to have a
plan as implementing that plan will involve
a number of complexities including international tax planning, wills — often in multiple
jurisdictions, trusts and letters of wishes to
trustees, consideration of forced heirship
rules in certain jurisdictions which are
aimed at protecting children and spouses.
If there is a family businesses, it may also
involve deciding how that business will be
run and by whom.

Transparent, independent & global
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Guest Commentary by Charles Gowlland and Frank Akers-Douglas, Smith & Williamson

Plans for Succession, Managing Disputes and Philanthropy

Charles Gowlland, investment management
partner, and Frank Akers-Douglas, private
client tax services partner, Smith & Williamson
Holdings Limited, discuss how family constitutions can help with the different issues impacting
family offices, including planning for succession,
managing family disputes, philanthropy and
changing circumstances.

Planning for Succession
Planning for succession is often a difficult
subject, with the older generation struggling to decide when and how the younger
generation should inherit. The best way to
mitigate this potential pitfall is through longterm education and effective communication between the generations.
A family constitution can be a useful
control mechanism for the concerned older
generation, as well as a ‘road map’ for
future ones. We have observed families incorporating a degree of business
behaviour and processes into their modus
operandi. A family constitution can play a
key role in this business-minded approach
to managing wealth within families, and is
particularly useful where the family owns
an on-going business.
It is important to not rely too heavily on
external assistance when educating the
younger generation. Discussing the family’s
assets should be a regular and informal
part of family life, rather than something
that is examined solely behind closed doors
or in the presence of professional advisers.
Equally, it is important for the older generations to practice what they preach and
not spend frivolously whilst instructing their
children to take an abstemious approach.

Managing Family Disputes
It is important to start early: the sooner a
dispute is nipped in the bud, the better it will
be for everybody.

A common source of conflict is the
distribution of wealth and assets, and the
potential for individual family members to
perceive this as being unfair. There is often
at least one dominant family member who
may be the source of this conflict, causing other members to feel side-lined and
disempowered. This kind of conflict can
best be avoided by encouraging openness
about the family’s assets. Ideally it should
be clearly explained to the family who is set
to inherit which assets, and why these decisions were made. Again, a family constitution can help frame these issues.
Long-standing feuds that are rooted in
generations past are also far from uncommon. This kind of contention could have
originated so long ago that nobody even
remembers the original source of tension
— it is simply carried down the generations.
These hurdles are not overcome swiftly, but
do need to be tackled.
The structure of the family’s investments
is another potential source of contention,
as members may have differing needs
and outlooks. The presence of a dominant
family figure can often exacerbate tensions,
in which case ensuring that each portfolio is
suitable for each beneficiary is vital.
A truly committed adviser will go beyond
that of a family finance director to include
elements of counselling. It is important
to keep in mind that the root cause of a
given problem will probably not be just
about recent financial decisions, even if
to all intents and purposes it appears that
way. Getting to the root of the problem
is vital, because merely dealing with the
symptoms will not do anything to head off
future tension from the same source.

Philanthropy
Family office advisers should be able
to help families with the structure of their
philanthropic giving: for example, a family
might want to establish its own charitable
foundation, or an older generation may
want to make it a condition of the younger
generation’s inheritance that they commit a
certain percentage of their wealth to charity.
Charitable giving is also an area that can
potentially cause conflict within a family.
Family members may differ in their views
on both which charitable causes they would
like to support, and how much money they

feel comfortable with donating. This can be
a particularly sensitive issue if some family
members are both more motivated and
more financially able to give to charity than
others. Here it is important to identify the
issues clearly, and negotiate a compromise.
In addition, it is worth being aware that
tax authorities and charity regulators have
been increasing their scrutiny of charitable
giving, to ensure that tax relief is being
given appropriately.

Changing Circumstances
When it comes to changing circumstances, flexibility is key, whether the
change originates from external factors
such as tax or legislative shifts, or internal
ones such as death or divorce.
The multi-jurisdictional nature of modern
families’ lives can also have a significant
impact. The evolution of law often lags behind
changes in the patterns of modern life. For
example, if a member marries someone from
another country, or lives and works abroad,
the tax implications may be vastly different
than if the family all resided within the same
jurisdiction. Even if the financial impact is
immaterial, forced transparency in certain
jurisdictions will be unappealing to many.
The most devastating thing that could
happen to a lot of families is divorce:
divorce can destroy a family’s assets and
cause huge tension within a family. A
poorly handled divorce can be much more
damaging than external factors such as
adverse changes to legislation.
Again, a family constitution can come
in useful in these situations, particularly
where there is an on-going family business. In the case of a divorcing couple,
for example, a family constitution can
stipulate conditions such as who can and
cannot hold shares, and who can work in
the business and in what capacity.
The key is both to accept that change is
the only constant, and to plan accordingly,
in conjunction with a suitably qualified
team of advisers.
By necessity, this briefing can only provide a
short overview and it is essential to seek professional advice before applying the contents
of this article. No responsibility can be taken for
any loss arising from action taken or refrained
from on the basis of this publication. Details
correct at time of writing.
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Guest Commentary by Charlotte Thorne, Capital Generation Partners

Create an Environment Where It’s Seen as Okay to Try and Fail, Capgen’s Thorne Says
A fear of failure after
generations of successful wealth management can paralyze
some family offices,
warns Charlotte
Thorne, co-founding
Partner at Capital
Generation Partners.
She suggests having
a set of agreed common values that can transcend generations and
help prepare the next cohort to take over.

One of the biggest issues when dealing with the next generation of wealth is
encouraging the same skills and drive that
helped create the wealth in the first place.
When a family has been so successful,
it can create an intimidating environment
where a fear of being a failure makes
entrepreneurial spirit difficult to foster.
Early preparation is key to creating an
environment where it is seen as okay to
try and fail.

It can be a hard lesson for families to
learn that circumstances — and the idea of
what a legacy should be — change across
the generations. Having a set of agreed
common values that transcend these
changes can ensure that the next generation are well prepared to take over, while
well-defined structures can help smooth the
transition by creating respect and understanding between members of the family.
Managing family wealth is a professional
endeavour and families need to think
about how they want to deal with this —
either developing an in-house capacity by
recruiting investment professionals, training up family members to carry out this
role either alone or alongside non-family
investment professionals, or by outsourcing the whole piece to external wealth
managers.
This decision is often easiest for families
with an entrepreneurial heritage or with an
operating business. Managing the family
wealth is not their heritage and it can be
easier for them to decide to outsource this

piece of work. But even then, someone
needs to be responsible for overseeing
the wealth managers, setting the family’s
investment objectives and so forth and
again, this often falls to next generation.
The key is for the responsible family
member to be fully engaged with the topic
rather than viewing it as of secondary
importance, or a poor relation compared
to running the family business.
There are many courses designed to help
next generation family members navigate
family wealth management and these are a
good starting point. But it is also very valuable for family members to just spend time
in wealth management — perhaps through
formal internships or through spending
time with the family’s wealth managers,
meeting fund managers etc.
Family members do not need to become
expert investors themselves, but they
need to become expert buyers of investment advice and this can be done by
developing an understanding of the industry and how it works.
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Guest Commentary by Andrew Goodman and Benjamin Lister, Taylor Wessing

EU, U.K. Proposals Threaten Family Office Privacy

Andrew Goodman, Partner, and Benjamin
Lister, Associate, in the Private Client team at
international law firm Taylor Wessing say family
offices should be keeping close tabs on possible regulatory changes in the pipeline.

While privacy has been a key priority
for high net worth families, particularly as
Rich Lists and the growth of the internet
have accelerated the flow of information,
the proposed EU Fourth Money Laundering Directive will make it much harder to
remain under the radar.
The legislation has attracted little publicity, even in legal circles, but broke cover
on March 11 when it passed through the
European Parliament with an overwhelming majority. The Commission hope to see
it implemented as soon as 2016.
The directive will have a considerable
impact: it targets companies, trusts, foundations and similar arrangements across
the EU. The directive mirrors the U.K.
government’s 2013 consultation paper
‘Company ownership — transparency
and trust,’ which made similar proposals
but limited them to the ownership of U.K.
companies. Neither the directive nor the
U.K. proposals include detailed mechanics but it seems likely that both will be
implemented together.
The most pernicious aspect of the new
directive is the establishment of a publicly
accessible register supported by new
obligations to disclose the identity of the
people funding trusts, the trustees, any
other individuals with control over the trust
and its “beneficial owners” — a widely
defined concept which has long troubled
the compliance departments of banks
and lawyers tasked with interpreting the
existing rules.

Detail of how this will be implemented
in the U.K. is scarce. The implications,
however, are alarming.
Current indications are that people will
have to file the names, dates of birth and
nationality of the trustees, controllers and
beneficial owners. The directive also refers
to a requirement to file the trust deed
and letters of wishes with the authorities.
Whether all of this information will actually
be available to the public is still unknown:
the directive suggests that all information
must be available to the public but that
this will be subject to existing data protection laws and a “risk-based approach”.
What is clear is that such personal information must be disclosed to the authorities in the first place.
References to the filing of letters of
wishes will cause families particular
concerns. Letters of wishes are private
documents with no legal effect, designed
to record the writer’s final wishes of how
the trustees should operate a trust —
possibly a trust established under their
will. The writer may have already died
or — in some cases — the letter may be
sealed to be opened after death. The long
tradition of confidentiality — even from
beneficiaries — means that they often
contain more personal information than
the wills themselves.
Family offices will therefore have to
hand over sensitive information on trusts
established for legitimate tax reasons
or, more commonly in the U.K., succession planning where an estate is held
securely in trust for future generations.
Those who wish to keep their wealth,
or the wealth of children, private will
no longer be able to do so. The mere
publication of data could itself represent
a security threat for those whose legitimate wealth and family arrangements
are currently kept from public view. The
new regime also risks the traditional
secrecy of family offices themselves —
a search of the register could identify
the family behind a corporate office in a
matter of seconds.
The claim that the directive is being sold
as a blow against terrorism and serious
crime is dubious. Either the case has not

been put, or lawmakers have closed their
ears to arguments that no self-respecting
criminal would establish an onshore trust
— and if they did, they would scarcely fill
out a form to declare their plans. To date,
all of the terrorism funds found in trusts
have been connected with charities —
already registered, heavily regulated and
masquerading as legitimate enterprises.
If passed, the directive is likely to prove
a headache for family offices with U.K.
trusts and companies. Perhaps the most
foolish aspect is that those who value
their privacy, or even have something
to hide, will be drawn to establish companies and trusts in regimes with even
less transparency than is currently in
place in the EU.
For example, a trust can be established in the Channel Islands or BVI, or
moved there from the U.K., often with
few drawbacks other than the cost of
hiring a professional trustee. A Guernsey trust can operate from the U.K. — if
necessary, declaring itself resident in the
U.K. for tax purposes — without suffering any of the burden of the proposed
regime. Depending on how the directive is implemented, we may see more
sensitive structures being established
in this way — reducing the ability of Her
Majesty’s Revenue & Customs and other
bodies to obtain information they really
do need and pushing business offshore.
The EU has claimed that it will take
measures to encourage non-EU countries to comply, in a similar way as some
non-EU countries have already done
with previous directives, although this
may take some time.
If passed, the new directive and BIS proposals will be a major threat to privacy for
family offices and structures they administer by creating a central register of private
family trust and company interests. Those
who value their privacy will want to take
steps to sidestep the regime.
This article does not constitute legal advice.
Detailed advice should be taken in each case to
ensure the appropriate authorizations and permissions are in place for your family or business.
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Guest commentary by Michael Lingens, Speechly Bircham LLP

Choosing a Jurisdiction Depends on Convenience, Not Regulation

The regulatory position is very rarely the
reason why a Family Office (FO) entity is
registered or located in one jurisdiction or
another. Mostly it is one of convenience,
depending on the functions of the FO.
A useful categorization of the principal
functions of an FO are in the UBS/Campden Wealth European Family Office Survey,
which groups the main FO serves into three
categories: 1) financial advisory services
(financial planning, tax, legal, insurance
and so on); 2) investment related services
(asset allocation, risk management, manager selection, direct investment, reporting); and 3) family professional services
(concierge, governance, philanthropy, “high
value physical assets” and so on).
Each FO will have different priorities and
objectives and its location will partly be
driven by those.
In the case of the family, if they want the
FO to focus on services in categories 1
and 2, then typically they will want the FO
to be close to where they live or work. If
services in category 2 are predominant,
then it will matter more where the invest-

ment or other professionals it employs
live, or want to live. In turn, these investment professionals will want to be close to
the investment management community
to whom fund management is outsourced
(indirect investment) or where deals are
done (direct investment).
If you take these criteria, this explains
for example why many German FOs are
close to where the principals live — the
functions of such FOs tend to be category
1 with the odd bit of direct investment
outside the main business the family owns.
Switzerland was and remains popular because many ultra-high net worth
individuals from around the world either
became tax exiles there and/or chose to
have their wealth managed by the Swiss
banks. London is more popular now
because as the FOs have become more
sophisticated and have taken more of their
investment management “in house,” the
FO investment professionals are drawn
from the London investment management/
investment banking market and want/need
to stay close to the asset managers including hedge fund and private equity managers in the London market.
There is also a “huddling’ trend in that
many FOs want to be in the same location
and market as other principals and FOs
they do direct deals with. In essence, such
FOs, typically the larger ones, are a subset of the investment management community, which explains London’s increasing
popularity. Examples include a French
family, Belgian FO relocating to London
because that is where the investment

management and custody arrangements
are; a Swiss family, London FO because
they have extensive direct investment
activities in real estate and asset management and London is where such deals/
investments (and investment professionals) are sourced; a North African/French
family, London FO because they have
worldwide real estate portfolio managed
by an experienced professional RE team;
and Bregal — London based PE arm of
the Breninckmeyer family because London
is where you find the PE professionals
and where most European (even non-UK)
cross border PE deals are sourced.
Guernsey and Luxembourg are typically
where, what we call, intermediate asset
holding structures are based. A family will
have its controlling “succession” vehicle (an
anstalt, trust, limited partnership or sometimes just a company) in a variety of jurisdictions but will then hold its investments
through intermediate jurisdictions for much
the same reasons that corporate and fund
holding structures are based there. FOs,
which are essentially the advisory units
to such structures, will be in places like
London for the reasons mentioned above.
The second two examples have London
FOs and Luxembourg structures with a
“substance” presence in Luxembourg.
The key point to make here is that you
need to distinguish between the location of the ownership structure (which
will be tax-driven) and the location of the
FO, which will be driven by the factors
described earlier.
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Michael Lingens,
senior partner at
Speechly Bircham LLP,
says its important to
distinguish between
the location of the ownership structure, which
will be tax-driven, and
the location of the FO,
which may be based
on convenience.
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U.K. LEGAL ISSUES
Practicalities of Setting Up and Running a Family Office in the U.K.
Jonathan Rogers,
partner in the Financial Services Regulatory team at international law firm Taylor
Wessing, spoke to
Bloomberg’s Darshini
Shah about the
positive role a wellregulated financial
services market plays
when deciding where to locate a family office.

Q: Are there any considerations
family offices should have in mind at
the outset?
A: There are a number of issues to consider when deciding where to establish
a family office and compliance with legal
and financial services-specific requirements should be an integral part of that
decision. It is important to ensure that
your activities fall within the financial
services regulatory framework in the right
way. The U.K. regulates certain activities carried on in relation to a range of
investment and lending propositions,
which means, as a general rule, a family
office needs to consider at an early stage
whether it requires regulatory approval
in the U.K. London has a reputation for
wealth management, with access to
markets and investment opportunities and
a tried and tested legal infrastructure, all
from a well-placed time zone. If authorization is required, it is worth noting that
an additional benefit of managing wealth
from the U.K. is that being authorized
here allows a firm to passport its activities
across the EEA, so the U.K. can be used
as a gateway to activity in Europe.
Q: Is the family office structure relevant
to the decision?
A: Each family office structure will be different according to the needs of that family. Some families have separate offices or
branches for different functions, members
or jurisdictions, and of course, tax will
also play a significant role in devising the
appropriate structure. The structure will be
influenced by the role to be undertaken by
the family office: in relation to investment

management, for example, will it manage the assets itself or supervise third
party fund managers? The office will need
adequate resources, such as staff with appropriate expertise, to carry on its planned
activities. If the family plans to remunerate
someone to run its office this should be
factored into the decision about authorization. It is extremely important to document
the services to be provided for or by the
family office and exactly how they are to
be provided.
U.K. regulatory requirements will be of
greater relevance if the office does not
only process single family assets or where
the family is drawn from a very broad
group with investments made through
distinct vehicles.

“London has a reputation for
wealth management, with access to markets and investment
opportunities and a tried and
tested legal infrastructure, all
from a well-placed time zone.”
Q: What sort of activities may require
authorization?
A: Family offices carry out a range of activities for which they may need authorization and relevant permissions: managing
investments; advising on the merits of
buying or selling investments; arranging
for investments to be bought and sold;
establishing, managing or operating an
investment fund; and dealing in investments. A critical question is whether the
office needs to be authorized to carry
on these activities. This will depend on a
variety of tests such as whether the office
operates by way of business, holds itself
out as dealing with public or provides
its services to third parties, such as an
extended family group, trust or corporate
vehicle. There are other regulated activi-

ties so I recommend specific reviews at
the time of setting up your family office or
when moving into a new range of activities or investments.
Q: How would the family office seek
authorization?
A: Checking authorization requirements at
the outset allows the family office to adopt
a framework that is efficient now and
flexible for future plans, and avoids any
unnecessary business or reputational risk
of being active in the U.K. without appropriate regulatory approval. The application
process need not be overly difficult or intrusive if the process is managed. Assuming the office has appropriate resources
in place, in my experience, it is sensible
to allow six weeks preparation time and
six months for the regulator to determine
the application. The regulator will require
information and disclosures about the
ultimate owner or controllers of the family
office platform. Thought should be given
as to what you want the family office to do
e.g. give investment advice, transmit orders, exercise discretion over investments
and/or provide custody services, as well
as how it will source services such as legal and regulatory advice. The application
process requires an element of form filling
as well as preparation of core documentation including a regulatory business plan,
which is central to the application process.
Q: What happens when the family
office is operational?
A: Family offices with an authorization to
carry on regulated business in the U.K.
need to ensure they maintain good standards of on-going regulatory compliance
in practice and should regularly review
their processes, policies and procedures.
Financial services regulation is changing rapidly at both global and national
level. Family offices without authorizations
should periodically review whether U.K.
authorization is required or may be beneficial to their business.
This article does not constitute legal advice.
Detailed advice should be taken in each case to
ensure the appropriate authorizations and permissions are in place for your family or business.
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Guest Commentary by David S. Guin and Mark J. Tice, Withers Bergman

Top Five Regulatory Concerns for Family Offices
indirect owners. This often results in required
disclosure of multiple levels of ownership in
a family structure.
Under these rules, family offices and highnet-worth individuals can face a significant
loss of privacy, both as to the identity and
value of the securities and the multi-tiered
structures in which they are held.

David S. Guin, partner and New York managing
director, and Mark J. Tice, Associate, at Withers
Bergman, say tax disclosure obligations and the
Finra ‘anti-spinning’ rule are among the key regulatory issues FOs should be watching.

Over the past several years, there has
been a dramatic rise in the application of
regulatory requirements to family offices and
other private wealth holding structures. Here
are five key issues affecting family offices:

Tax Concerns
Families face increased tax disclosure
obligations in many jurisdictions. In the
U.S., the Foreign Account Tax Compliance
Act (Fatca) has yielded extensive reporting
and withholding requirements in connection
with payment of certain income from U.S.
sources to foreign financial (and in some
cases non-financial) institutions and entities.
Because of the wide net cast by Fatca,
non-U.S. families may be surprised to find
that accounts in which they have beneficial
interests can be subject to U.S. reporting
if only one family member who is a U.S.
taxpayer also has a beneficial interest in
such accounts.
Similar disclosure initiatives may be found
in other jurisdictions: Switzerland has begun
entering into bilateral so-called “Rubik”
agreements as a response to other governments’ concerns that undisclosed Swiss
bank accounts have escaped taxation.

Beneficial Ownership Reporting
The laws of many jurisdictions require
extensive reporting by persons who beneficially own or exercise investment discretion
over significant amounts of publicly traded
securities. In most cases, these disclosures
are publicly available and must include
information about direct holders of securities and about those holders’ direct and

Anti-Money Laundering Rules for
Financial Institutions
Facing ever-increasing anti-money
laundering (AML) and “know your client”
(KYC) rules, banks and investment funds
are seeking more information about the
beneficial ownership of accounts and investor entities.
New Fatca rules that focus on reporting
accounts in which U.S. taxpayers hold substantial interests has led to high-net-worth
family members being asked to reveal more
information about the extent of their assets
— information that many would prefer to
keep private.
To respond to banks’ and funds’ requests
for greater transparency, family offices must
develop strategies to meet the information
requirements of financial institutions while
maintaining family members’ privacy. For
instance, in response to a bank’s request
for details of all beneficial owners, family
offices may be able to certify the identity of
significant stake holders, thereby protecting the identities of smaller owners and
beneficiaries.

The Family Office Exemption
The Dodd-Frank Act set the stage for the
U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission
(SEC) to regulate the investment advisers
to funds and other collective investment
vehicles. Single family offices can escape
regulation as investment advisers, but only if
they satisfy the criteria set forth in the SEC’s
family office exemption.
In order to qualify for the exemption, a
family office must: (1) provide investment
advice only to family clients, including certain family members, key employees, some
kinds of trusts, and certain family-owned
entities; and (2) be owned by family clients
and be exclusively controlled by family
members or family entities. The family office
also cannot hold itself out to the public as

an investment adviser.
The exemption is complicated, and many
family offices find that they must take special steps in order to qualify. For example,
friends and distant family members will
need to be excluded from collective investment vehicles and trusts. It is worth noting
that international families may be subject to
these rules if they have a location or family
members present in the U.S.

The Finra ‘Anti-Spinning’ Rule
Financial Industry Regulatory Authority
(Finra) Rule 5131, known as the ‘anti-spinning’ rule, requires U.S. regulated brokers
to look through investment accounts and
determine whether the account owners
are able to invest in new issues (generally,
IPOs). The rule is intended to keep U.S. regulated brokers from allocating new issues
as an improper inducement to persons
who are in a position to engage the Finra
member or an affiliate to provide investment
banking services.
Under the rule, U.S. regulated brokers
cannot allocate new issues to an account
in which an executive officer or director of a
public company or of a “covered non-public
company” (a privately held company with
high value or income), or anyone they support financially, holds a beneficial interest,
as long as that company uses or intends to
use the Finra member’s investment banking
services.
Many family offices are caught within
the prohibitions of the anti-spinning rule
because a family member is, or is financially
supported by, an executive officer or director
of a public or large privately held company.
In addition, due to their financial holdings or
profitability, many single-family offices are
themselves “covered non-public companies.” Matters are made worse because
many U.S. regulated brokers dispense with
the extra complexity of monitoring whether
an investment banking relationship does or
may exist with the company in question.
The expansion of U.S. financial disclosure
rules shows no signs of abating. As a result,
family offices and the families they serve
should become familiar with the rules that
apply to them and the risks associated with
compliance. If they do, families and their
advisers will be more prepared to minimize
potentially damaging disclosures.
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Guest Commentary by Alexander Erskine, Taylor Wessing

In-House Family Office Lawyers: Whose Privilege Is it Anyway?
Alexander Erskine,
Associate at Taylor
Wessing LLP, says inhouse legal advisers
employed by single
family offices must
tread carefully when
it comes to client
privilege.

In-house legal advisers employed by
single family offices (SFOs) can face a
difficult question: who really is my client?
This question is fundamentally important
because legal advice imparted to a family
member who is not the ultimate client,
may not be “privileged from production” to
third parties. In other words, the recipient
family member may not be able to withhold
advice from private or public organizations,
such as tax authorities, or individuals who
may be in dispute with the client.
There are several factors that SFOs
should consider when addressing the
client privilege point.
Before clarifying precisely for whom the
advice is intended, the first question is
who is treated as a legal adviser in the first
place. Privilege generally applies to legal
advice given by a person who is qualified
to act as a barrister or solicitor in England
and Wales, or someone who has equivalent overseas qualifications.
It is possible for communications between
a legal adviser and someone who is not the
client, to be privileged. This is, very broadly
speaking, where the communications are
connected with litigation, or where the
recipient and the actual client have a joint
or common interest in the subject matter of
the advice. Where no litigation is in prospect,
one would seek to rely on legal advice privilege, which attaches to confidential communications between a client and their lawyer
that are created for the purpose of obtaining
or giving legal advice. Clearly, this privilege
can only apply to advice given to one’s client.

Who Is the Client?
SFOs may be structured differently. They
could be constituted as partnerships or
they may be simple de facto family offices
where there is no separate vehicle created

to carry on the function. In such cases, the
client would be the partners and/or certain
family members directly, as they would be
employing the advisers. A common arrangement is for a special purpose company to
be constituted to carry on the functions. As
the company will employ the legal advisers
it will then be presumed to be the client.
The business of a family office is generally to provide services — albeit usually
investment-related — to family members.
Accordingly, legal advice provided to family
members is generally provided in the course
of the family office’s business, in which
case, the adviser’s client for the purposes
of the advice is generally his/her employer.
It is worth noting that internally, within the
family office, there should be senior managers charged with the task of seeking legal
advice, and legal advice privilege is likely
only to apply to communications between
the legal advisers and those senior persons.
Given the principles that apply to
determine the identity of the client, legal
advice privilege will generally not apply
to the advice given to family members, or
at least those who have no formal role in
running the family office.
However, it is not impossible for a lawyer/
client relationship to arise between the
adviser and the family member receiving
the advice. The clearest way to achieve
this is for the SFO (or just the lawyers in
the family office) to set up as a law firm, or
as an alternative business structure, and
to be regulated by the Solicitors’ Regulation Authority. Family members can then
enter into legal retainers with the lawyers
in the family office, under which they will
clearly be recorded as the client. There
would obviously be initial and ongoing
costs to this, and a need to comply with
conduct and accounting rules in terms of
conflicts and client money, and so it may
only be appropriate for larger family offices.

Confidentiality
For any advice to be privileged, it must
be confidential when created and must
remain confidential. Privilege cannot be
claimed where a document is, or becomes,
publicly available. Where the client gives
a document to a third party, he/she risks
waiving privilege in that document.
It is possible, within certain limits, to

share, on a limited basis, privileged documents with third parties and to maintain
privilege (against the rest of the world).
In broad terms, the relevant third parties must share an interest in the subject
matter of the advice and observe confidentiality. In order to maintain privilege,
the safest course is for that person to provide written confidentiality undertakings.
A prudent step, before the advice is provided, would be for the family office and
relevant family member to enter into an
agreement which asserts their common
interest in the subject matter of the anticipated advice and in which mutual confidentiality undertakings are provided. So,
where there is a doubt as to whether the
relevant family member is the client or not,
it is still possible for that family member to
receive privileged communications.

Seeking External Advice
There will be times when the family office
arranges for an independent, external
lawyer to advise a family member. There
should then be a direct engagement
between the family member and the lawyer,
leaving no doubt as to the identity of the
client for the purposes of the advice. So
that the advice may be shared with appropriate personnel at the family office, it would
be prudent for express permission to be
given in the terms of engagement. The relevant family office personnel should separately provide confidentiality undertakings in
respect of the advice. As a result of a recent
tax case the terms on which a lawyer is
engaged to advise may only be privileged
in relation to sections of the engagement
letter which relate to the subject matter of
the advice. Family offices should therefore
take care in how far they go when including
facts or information in the written instructions given to external lawyers.
Different jurisdictions have different rules
as to privilege and different rules can apply
in the EU context, for instance in the case
of an investigation by an EU body. All relevant rules need to be considered taking
into account the purpose of the advice.
This article does not constitute legal advice.
Detailed advice should be taken in each case to
ensure the appropriate authorizations and permissions are in place for your family or business.
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INVESTMENTS
Market Stress Can Cause Families’ Investment Horizons to Shrink
Garb Mechigian, senior managing director
at CTC Consulting
| Harris myCFO, a
part of BMO Financial
Group, talks to Bloomberg’s Darshini Shah
about investment
horizons.

Q: Bonds versus equities: Where
would you put your money on a 5-,
10- and 30- year view? What about
commodities? Property?
A: In general, the longer your investment
horizon, the greater level of volatility your
portfolio should be able to withstand. If
you have a thirty-year horizon, an equity
versus bond decision should be easy to
make. But, one has to be cognizant of the
market environment, and have a good
understanding of what cash flow or liquidity
will be needed from the portfolio along
the way. If, for example, you need regular
liquidity to fund lifestyle needs, you could
be subject to periods of time when you
would prefer not to sell equity positions to
generate needed liquidity. Bonds and core
real estate in a portfolio can provide a nice
source of income and portfolio stability on
an ongoing basis. Equities create wealth
over the long run and are fairly good at protecting a portfolio against inflation. Equities
tend to perform well during the early stages
of rising interest rates, which seems to be
the environment that we are in today. Core
bonds can provide some portfolio stability
and a good source of income. In a rising
interest rate environment, shorter duration
bonds that protect against interest rate risk
and credit driven strategies that are not as
interest rate sensitive tend to perform better. Real estate can provide a good source
of income, portfolio stability, and inflation
protection. Today’s real estate values, like
all income producing assets, seem to be at
a high valuation level in general.
Q: Why is this the case?
A: This is due to several reasons. Until
recently, investors have been shying away
from equities, favoring instead assets that

produce cash flow. As the baby boomers retire, a greater portion of their portfolios are
going to migrate towards income producing
assets to replace their regular paychecks.
As the central banks have flooded the
global economy with liquidity, asset classes
of all types have seen rising values as the
money looks for a place to park. This has
pushed income producing assets to high
levels and reduced their yields. Another
approach to investing a portfolio is through
bucketing. Money that you have earmarked
for horizons longer than ten years, like
retirement funds, could be allocated to equities or wealth generation assets like real
estate and private equity. Dollars that have
horizons of between five and ten years
could be invested in a combination of equities, long-short hedge funds, multi-strategy
hedge funds and more aggressive credit
strategies. Dollars that have investment
horizons of less than five years could be
invested in core fixed income, opportunistic
credit strategies and multi-strategy hedge
funds that have good liquidity provisions.

“Classic automobiles have
been one of the bestperforming asset classes
during the last 20 years.”
Q: What alternative asset allocations
would you recommend?
A: Alternative assets classes such as wine,
art and classic automobiles can provide a
good source of diversification as well as attractive returns. These types of alternatives
generally have additional intrinsic value to
their owners as well. Classic automobiles
have been one of the best performing
asset classes during the last 20 years.
American muscle cars have been a special
favorite of the aging baby boomers as they
look to invest in cars of the era in which
they grew up. These asset classes can be
fickle though, and can also have significant
volatility. We only recommend venturing

into these types of areas if you have a personal affinity for the particular asset class
in which you want to invest.
Q: Ten to thirty years: Do families
take investment horizon views that are
this long?
A: Every family is unique with regard to
the investment horizon on which they base
their investment decisions; however, in
general, most families of significant wealth
have stated multi-generational investment horizons. Many times, in periods of
market stress, families’ investment horizons
shrink to reflect the short-term psychological impact of the loss of wealth. A family’s
investment horizon may also change if they
require liquidity to fund things such as nearterm business operations, capital improvements, or lifestyle needs. In these circumstances, families may choose to bucket
assets to reflect the specific time horizon
of the assets being invested. Long-term
capital, allocated to a wealth generation
bucket, would tend to be more aggressively
invested in equities and illiquid assets such
as private equity and real estate. Managing
the wealth generation bucket can be tricky,
however: the assets invested in this bucket
tend to fluctuate the greatest in value and
are not readily converted to cash. If not
disciplined in their investment practice, a
family may make less than optimal rebalancing and investment decisions during
periods of market stress. This is especially
true if they have not properly structured the
other assets in their portfolio to provide for
liquidity needs they may have.
Q: What are your investment
recommendations based on these
investment horizons?
A: For portfolio assets in buckets with horizons of greater than ten years, we would
recommend a portfolio consisting of: equities, including developed and emerging
economies, and private equity, including
leveraged buyouts, venture capital, real
estate and other specialty areas. Investing
in many private equity sectors will require
time horizons of greater than fifteen years
due to the length of the life cycle for some
of the private equity strategies, as well as
the need for vintage year diversification.
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Guest commentary by James Dakin, Boodle Hatfield

The Allure of Prime Central London Property
James Dakin, partner
at Boodle Hatfield, analyzes family offices’
interest in the booming London property market, which
continues to maintain
its haven status.

Property has always been an attractive
asset class and one of the key themes of
recent years has been the popularity of
prime central London property, particularly high-end residential property and
“trophy” commercial assets such as Bond
Street retail.
To understand why family offices sit at
the heart of this trend, it is first necessary to examine purchasers’ motivations
for these kinds of acquisitions. Recent
research has shown that each successive
wave of uncertainty abroad has prompted
new capital to flow into London property.
The euro-zone crisis led to continental
European high net worth individuals
making acquisitions, concerns over the
direction of President Hollande’s policies
has led to a large influx of French purchasers, there has been a constant flow of
Russian and Chinese money and we are
currently experiencing an upturn in interest
from Ukranian buyers.
The reason for this, quite simply, is that
London is seen as a safe haven for capital.
First, Britain has a long and uninterrupted history of political stability, recognition of property rights and maintenance
of the rule of law. This gives families the
confidence that assets purchased in
London will not be confiscated.
Secondly, taxes on capital are low and
acquisitions can be structured efficiently
to minimise their impact. Whilst there has
been some tightening in recent years,
Britain remains an attractive investment
location for people domiciled abroad.
Last, London has become a centre of
excellence for UHNWs. From restaurants and galleries, through schools and
universities, to wealth management and

professional services, London has a critical mass that few rivals can match.
This means that, in many cases, prime
central London property is bought with
more of an eye to capital preservation than
to income. Indeed, weight of money has
pushed prices to a level where returnsdriven investors cannot compete. Yields on
trophy commercial assets in the West End
of London are routinely under 4 percent.
Many of the flats and houses bought in
prime areas are occupied for only a few
weeks in the year and seldom let out.

A Cloudy Horizon?
Whilst valuations look heady, the motivations of the purchasers suggest that a
crash is unlikely. Overwhelmingly, these
assets are bought to be held indefinitely
and passed down the generations. This
tends to suggest that supply will remain limited, with new development forming a large
proportion of available units. Perhaps the
main concern is the political climate in the
U.K. Politicians will feel pressure to raise
more taxes from the wealthy but must resist
courses of action that could kill the golden
goose. Britain’s reputation for fairness and
the rule of law has taken centuries to establish and must not be risked for short-term
electoral advantage.

The Income Seeker
There are two significant trends in the
market at the moment for those family
offices looking for good income returns
from property — one being the financing the development of prime residential
property (rather than buying the finished
product), the other being investment in the
private rented sector (PRS).
We have seen a significant increase
in family offices are investing heavily in
prime residential development both via
equity and debt. The debt side is evolving
particularly fast, with UHNWs sometimes
investing through single and multi-family
offices and sometimes through platforms
established by experienced bankers acting
as conduits for family money. This trend
is particularly welcome because mainstream lenders are retrenching and often
reluctant to take development risk. For

those UHNWs prepared to move up the
risk curve, there are double-digit returns
to be made from mezzanine financing,
with loans typically being repaid within
two years. The biggest risk in this type of
investment is a change in market climate
impairing sales of finished units.
The other area which is attracting considerable interest from family offices is PRS
— building flats and houses for rent to the
mid-market.
The enthusiasm for this burgeoning sector
is backed by demographics: the population
of London is growing fast, as is the demand
for reasonably-priced rented accommodation in those London boroughs close to the
City and the West End — zones 2 and 3.
This is an underdeveloped sector in Britain,
with rental accommodation at the moment
being largely either affordable housing run
by local authorities and housing associations or small-scale buy-to-let investment.
The PRS vision is to create large-scale
mid-market communities which in due
course will become an institutional asset
class, once a track record has been established. The opportunity for family offices
is to participate in establishing the track
record which should lead to increasing
values when the institutions enter in due
course. Unlike institutions, which have to
justify investment on the basis of established data (which does not exist for PRS),
UHNWs are able to take the long-term
views necessary to establish this sector.
Outside of London, the property market is
much less vibrant. Areas which show some
signs of life include regional offices and
shopping centres, where the price is sufficiently low to be tempting, but the occupational market for such properties is poor, so
investors must be extremely selective. One
popular investment at present is in distribution centres let to strong covenants. These
assets tend to be well-located adjacent to
motorways and demand is underpinned
by the shift to online shopping. Another
emerging trend is strategic land for housing — taking a long-term view on where
the next generation of urban extensions is
going to be built. The capital gains on such
investments can be spectacular, though the
process is long and uncertain.
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Guest commentary by Martin Graham, Oracle Capital Group

Luxury Demand From Asia Boosting Alternatives Markets, Says Oracle’s Graham
Martin Graham,
chairman of Oracle
Capital Group, says alternative investments
have grown increasingly attractive since
the global downturn,
with wine and art in
particular maintaining
their appeal.

Since the financial crisis was first felt in
2007-08, we have seen a notable trend
among our clients — and wealthy individuals more broadly — emerge: As traditional
investment returns suffered, many have
looked to alternative assets as a viable
component of their investment portfolios.
Much has been written speculating on
the virtues and pitfalls of investing in the
“alternatives” market, a loose term which
can include assets as diverse as cars,
jewelry, watches, furniture, ceramics and
rare spirits as well as art and wine.
While we always advise clients to keep
a fully diversified portfolio, the majority
of which will be in the more traditional
instruments (equities, fixed income and
so on), there are excellent investment
opportunities far wider than these traditional asset classes that advisers may
have pointed to historically.
The potential for more attractive returns
is evident. There are any number of
benchmarks which endeavour to track the
‘alternatives’ sector as a whole including
The Coutts Index: Objects of Desire which
in January this year reported a rise of 77
percent since 2005. And the wealthy are
chasing these returns: a recent WealthInsight survey forecast that investment into
‘luxury’ asset classes is set to increase 10
percent between 2013 and 2017.
Broadly speaking, the outlook for both
wine and art is strong. Unlike a luxury
fashion house which can increase production of a popular iconic bag or scarf, there
is a limited supply of masterpieces by a
certain painter or bottle from a certain
vineyard and vintage. The rapid emerSubscribe to Bloomberg Briefs

gence of great wealth in China and other
Asian economies has also resulted in an
exponential increase in demand for luxury
products, boosting prices across a range
of markets. Furthermore, the attraction of
alternative assets is not limited to performance returns but can also extend to tax
breaks if investors access the underlying
asset through an Enterprise Investment
Scheme (EIS) or similar structure.
It is therefore not surprising that, particularly in a low rate environment such as
the one we have experienced for the past
six to seven years, investors have looked
beyond the boundaries of a traditional
investment portfolio. There is also something to be said for the tangibility of assets
such as art and cars; just as investors
flock to gold in times of market turbulence,
physical assets which you can view on
your wall or in your garage can offer some
psychological reassurance.
While alternatives can play an important
part in a balanced portfolio; the secret is
to invest in a sensible way. We strongly
advise investors to never place more than
5 percent of their portfolio into alternative
investments. By their very nature, they
represent a higher risk investment where
success is never guaranteed, and investors and their advisers must be extremely
vigilant when assessing this risk.
It is also essential to seek the advice
of a credible adviser who has a depth
of knowledge and experience in their
specialist sector. After all, these are
unregulated and off-exchange markets,
and forgeries across both the wine and
art sectors are rife, sometimes hoodwinking successive generations who have
believed themselves in possession of an
invaluable family heirloom. James Butterwick, a world expert on Russian art and
adviser to Oracle Capital Group, comments, “Always seek advice from auction
houses and dealers — a little knowledge
is a dangerous thing. A dealer acts as
a filtering mechanism; experienced at
buying and selling, they understand where
the potential pitfalls are.”
Investors must also accept that art and
wine should be viewed as long-term

investments. David Nathan-Maister, manager of the Oracle Paradis Wine Fund,
warns that investors must expect to wait
at least five years before they are likely
to see a significant return in real terms.
Butterwick adds that you must never rush
into the sale of a painting, and timing your
sale to the exact moment when the art
is in high value can save you time and
substantial costs.
A good way to spread risk is to invest
through a fund. As when assessing an
equity or fixed income fund, investors
should also look carefully at historical performance and the managers’ credentials.
Other factors to consider are transaction costs, which are usually higher than
trading stocks and shares. It can also be
difficult to track performance; after all, a
painting is only worth what someone is
willing to pay for it, and in the absence of
an exchange, and a general lack of liquidity, this can be difficult to track. As such,
many indices tracking an alternative asset
class will be based on prices generated at
auction and in private sales.
Art and wine, along with the other
alternatives mentioned above, are often
referred to as ‘passion’ investments
because investors take a particular interest in, or feel a particular affinity with,
the underlying asset. When it comes to
assessing the investment case, however,
passion should be sidelined in favour of a
mindset that is detached, rational and in
control; involving your wealth manager or
adviser when considering investments of
this type should help retain a position of
neutrality. Finally, we always advise clients
never to invest anything that they cannot
afford to lose — but for the new generation
of ultra wealthy, this can still be a significant amount.
Oracle Capital Group is a global independent
multi-family office and wealth consultancy,
providing comprehensive services for high
net worth individuals, including investment
advisory (through their offices in Switzerland
and the Bahamas). Oracle Capital Group’s inhouse services include both an in-house wine
fund, the Oracle Paradis Wine Fund, and an art
advisory service.
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setting up
Considerations, Challenges of Starting a Family Office
Five advisers give their perspectives on how
best to establish a family office.

Ron Gong, managing director at CTC
Consulting | Harris myCFO, a Part of
BMO Financial Group:

1) Have the size and scale of wealth
necessary to establish and sustain a single
family office. Establishing a family office can
be an expensive proposition, particularly if
a family seeks to hire top professional and
experienced talent. Be mindful of liquidity
and wealth levels that can truly support a
long term single family office. Understand
and document your needs. The key is to
compare the goals, objectives and related
services the office will perform on behalf of
the family to their associated costs, on both
an in-house and outsource basis.
2) Do assess your family goals for the
office. What services/role do you foresee the office performing? Investments?
Tax planning? Some family offices offer
everything from investment management,
to family education as well as concierge
services. Others may be strictly investment focused. The scope of services and
role you intend on the family office providing will drive answers to how you structure
and staff your office.
3) Do treat managing your family office
just like a business. Managing wealth
successfully, like managing a business,
requires thoughtful planning, diligent
research and the construction of a fullyintegrated plan to coordinate all of the components of the process. Hiring and retaining core talent is essential for longevity.
4) Do your homework and take your time.
Understand and make decisions based
upon all the options available to you, from
100 percent in-house, to hybrid structures,
to core-satellite or virtual family office
structures. Consider seeking the advice of
reputable family office associations.
5) Don’t underestimate the amount of
resources it takes to build a core family
office capability. Consider the costs and
capabilities of those tasks to be performed
in-house versus outsourced. Many families
underestimate the true scale and investment required to build-out core capabilities

in-house to manage their portfolios, technology and reporting needs, conduct thorough investment research, stay abreast of
capital markets and valuation levels, etc.
6) Don’t try to do it all at once. As you
build the family office, keep to your goals
and take your time to hire experience
professionals. Consider utilizing the
depth of a multi-family office to complement your needs.
7) Don’t ignore the ever-changing regulations. Understand the complex rules
surrounding family offices, their structures,
including the Dodd Frank family office
registration rules and regulated investment rules.

Trying to build something
that is all singing and dancing
can quickly become an
expensive undertaking.



— Catherine Grum

Ian Slack and Richard Joynt, Directors of Bedell Family Office:

Firstly, it is critical that the client or head
of the family defines precisely what the
family office’s roles and responsibilities are.
Secondly, the family need to find suitable
professional staff to meet those roles and
responsibilities — they may be existing
trusted advisers or they may be suitably
qualified family members. It will be important that the family tax and legal advice on
how the family office should be set up as
there may be regulatory issues in certain
jurisdictions, and there will almost certainly be tax issues especially if the family
office is managing and controlling some of
the family companies.
Catherine Grum, Group Head of Family
Office Services at Salamanca Group:

A good starting point is to take a step
back and start to draw up some plans.
You can build a house brick by brick
without advanced planning or the benefit
of an architect for example but you risk

making some costly mistakes and ending
up with something that doesn’t quite meet
your needs.
Don’t think that a family office has to cover
every possible area of your life either — my
advice would be to identify the core areas
where you particularly need support or
specialist expertise and consider outsourcing other areas. Trying to build something
that is all singing and dancing can quickly
become an expensive undertaking,
especially as you may only need certain
services infrequently or as a one-off.
Multi-family offices often provide a good
compromise for families that need some
help and assistance but cannot justify the
expense of a dedicated full-service offering themselves. The key is to choose one
that has a focus on building strong client
relationships and seeks to get an understanding of your personal situation so that
they can work with you effectively
The benefit of this approach is that you
can leverage their wider knowledge, expertise and contacts to fill any gaps while
making the most of the skills in your team.
Even a multi-family office will struggle to
offer every possible service in house, at
least without compromising somewhere or
becoming internally conflicted.
Charles Gowlland, investment management partner, and Frank AkersDouglas, private client tax services
partner, at Smith & Williamson Holdings Limited:

Be flexible. No two families are alike,
and even within a family each generation
and each individual will have different
requirements. There is no one-size-fits-all
solution. Secondly, encourage longevity in
client relationships, preferably by retaining
key advisers. Third, manage expectations
within the family, so that each member
understands their position in relation to
the family’s assets.
Don’t try to fit a family to an off-the-shelf
product or service. Don’t let tax structures
lead the family’s investment decisions;
rather, these should be driven by the overall strategic financial objectives agreed by
the family. Last, don’t be overly complex;
the family should be able to understand
their financial affairs.
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